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Growing to Help More
As Canine Companions continues to grow, it is inspiring to look
at how far we've come in 43 years. As we passed mid-year, we’ve
already placed 190 assistance dogs free of charge, and we will
exceed 6,000 all-time placements this year.
One thing never changes: We continue to rely on the support
of our dedicated volunteers, puppy raisers and generous donors to
advance the mission of Canine Companions. As a donor, one of my
proudest moments was helping expand placements by contributing
to the current Northeast Region training center. I'll be among those
celebrating the Miller Family Campus’ 10th anniversary at the Diamonds in the Ruff event on Saturday, November 10. More information
is available on page 17 if you are interested in joining me.
Canine Companions strives to be leaders in the assistance dog
industry in every facet of our programs, from training and follow
up, to upgrading facilities and the Team Training experience for our
students. On page 16, you'll read about the new sensory room at our
Southeast Region that will help children with disabilities during Team
Training classes.
I hope you will consider helping us continue to raise awareness
of our life-changing mission. For me, a day never goes by without
sharing the great work of Canine Companions with others. If each
person, after reading this magazine, passed it along to someone else,
we could help spread the word about Canine Companions to tens of
thousands more people.
Sincerely,

John Miller,
National Board Chair
John Miller and his wife, Kristin, with Jean Schulz and Snoopy on
Schulz Drive of the Canine Companions for Independence Miller
Family Campus in Medford, New York in 2008. It was Jean who
introduced John to Canine Companions.

Follow Us on Facebook
Don’t miss a single #PuppyMonday when you follow us
on Facebook at facebook.com/caninecompanions.
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Puppies Go Viral
The happiest place on Earth recently got

adorable puppies enjoying a day at the park,

happier. Earlier this year, a group of volunteer

donning their signature Disney ears. Soon,

on hundreds of news stories broadcasted
by local affiliates across the country. There

puppy raisers from the Sacramento, California

there were stories about this puppy social-

were even articles about the trip published

area took their Canine Companions puppies

ization outing on HuffPost, TIME, ABC News,

in France, Germany and Singapore! We were

to Disneyland, and their visit went viral! It all

People, Washington Post, Us Weekly, Travel

thrilled about the public’s enthusiastic recep-

began with a photo tweeted by an onlooker,

+ Leisure, Buzzfeed and countless others.

tion to our puppies’ trip and happy to benefit

and the internet began to buzz about the

The pups’ fun adventure was also featured

from the awareness it created for our mission.

The Dogs Were There
for Students in Need
When students returned to class at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in South Florida
following a deadly shooting, dogs and volunteers from the Canine Companions South Florida
Volunteer Chapter were there to provide unconditional love. Canine Companions and our
amazing volunteers helped their community for many days in the best way — through the
comfort of our dogs.
Everyone completely lit up at the sight of our dogs and the dogs worked their magic.
Some students approached and fawned all over the dogs, while others kept their distance.
For those who did stay away, our dogs found them and provided the comfort these students
needed but were too shy to reach out for. It was an honor to be part of the comfort and
healing process and to help the students, teachers and the entire staff.
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Helping My Fellow Veterans
By Chelsey Darrow, Army veteran and Canine Companions® certified assistance dog instructor

I was stationed in Fort Bliss, Texas when

I knew this was something I needed to

my unit was deployed to Afghanistan for

be involved in. I wanted to help my fellow

they never thought would be possible again.
One veteran I worked with was hyper-

11 months. I served as a signals intelligence

veterans, so I applied to become a trainer at

vigilant due to his PTSD. This made it

platoon leader and then as a battalion intel-

Canine Companions for Independence after

extremely difficult for him to sleep. After he

ligence officer while in Afghanistan. Many

leaving the Army.

was matched with one of the assistance dogs

of my fellow soldiers came back with post-

Now I’m a professional Canine Compan-

I helped train, he could finally let his guard

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). It made me

ions assistance dog instructor, certified by

down to sleep for more than a few hours

realize there are a lot of veterans out there in

Assistance Dogs International. I’m helping

consecutively for the first time in over 10

need of assistance. But at the time, there was

train and place assistance dogs with vet-

years. His world changed because he could

a lack of awareness and support.

erans with various disabilities, including a

depend on his assistance dog.

new pilot program for veterans with PTSD.

Canine Companions dogs are absolutely

active duty, I met my first service dog that

Already, we’ve had so much success

amazing. From improving quality of sleep to

was matched with a medic in my unit who

placing these incredible dogs. Some of my

increasing independence and reducing reli-

had PTSD.

favorite success stories are of veterans who

ance on medications, they truly can change

were unable to go out into public alone before

a person’s life.

Shortly after returning home from

I witnessed firsthand the positive effects
service dogs were having on veterans. The

they received their dogs. After being carefully

I want to thank all the donors and volun-

dogs were getting better results than the

matched with highly-trained Canine Compan-

teers who help veterans find their freedom

other therapies or medications that these

ions assistance dogs, they now attend sport

and independence at home.

veterans were receiving.

matches and other events — something that
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Yelp Elite Benefits Canine Companions
Yelp, an online service that publishes crowd-sourced reviews about local businesses, is on
a mission to connect people with great local businesses and nonprofits, such as Canine
Companions. Through Yelp Elite events, Canine Companions is raising awareness and funds
as the non-profit beneficiary. Recently, the Northwest Region attended events in Sacramento
and San Jose, California where invitees could meet and mingle with Canine Companions
volunteers and dogs. Event guests generously donated over $7,500. One attendee yelped,
“It was so heart-warming to meet the canines themselves along with their handlers: They are
such a wonderful, thoughtful, cheerful bunch of dogs and humans.”
Yelp Elite also sponsored the Southwest Region’s Albuquerque golf tournament, and more
Yelp Elite networking events are planned in San Diego and Long Island this year. We'd like
to thank Yelp for their support and for helping us raise awareness of our mission nationwide.

GIVE

INDEPENDENCE

MONTHLY

Take the hassle out of giving while helping to change the lives of
children, veterans and adults with disabilities. Give monthly from
your checking account or credit card — whichever you prefer.
For a limited time, with your monthly gift of $25 or
more, you’ll receive a Canine Companions Give a Dog a Job
tote bag as a token of our gratitude.

Your
free gift!

THE COMPANION"SUMMER 2018

Enroll at cci.org/givemonthly.
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Naming a Canine
Companions Puppy
If you are interested in naming a
puppy, you can earn that honor with
DogFest Walk ‘n Roll.™ You can either
raise $10,000 or more as an individual
DogFest fundraiser or become a cash
sponsor of $10,000 or more in a given
year. (Please note: due to the success
of this DogFest incentive, Canine
Companions is no longer able to
accommodate requests for names to
be given to dogs of a specific gender,

Puppy Raising Full Circle

color or puppy raiser). Learn more
about fundraising and sponsorship

Kelly and Kirk keep busy with their pre-teen

enhance the independence of the person

at cci.org/dogfest.

daughters, Katherine and Killian, but they

with whom he was matched by picking up

Naming a Canine Companions

wanted their girls to experience giving back

dropped items, opening doors, helping with

puppy is fun, but it is also a great

to the community in a way that would be

laundry, and bridging the social gap that a

honor. Puppies are raised for the first

tangible. They wanted Katherine and Killian

disability sometimes brings.

two months by volunteer breeder

to see, feel, experience and teach. Volunteer

caretakers who not only care for the

puppy raising has given them just that.

puppies’ mother, but also devote

In the spring of 2016, they received

“Graduation day was a roller coaster of
emotions,” says Kelly. “I knew that raising
Albie would involve us giving, but I never

countless hours to caring and social-

Canine Companions

expected to receive

izing each puppy from birth. The

puppy Albie. They knew

like we did. The Canine

challenge of raising a litter of future

that returning Albie after

Companions community

assistance dogs is worth it to see

their time raising him

feels like palpable love

these pups go on to change the lives

would be difficult, but

and acceptance. I wish

of veterans, children and adults with

they believed the chance

that kind of experience

disabilities. The honor of naming the

to change someone’s life

for every person.”

puppies is usually reserved for these

would fill the void that

devoted volunteers.

the puppy would leave.

As Kelly, Kirk, Katherine and Killian watched

If you live within a 90-mile radius

They spent the next

Albie go home that day,

of Canine Companions’ headquarters

year and a half with Albie

they became a part of

in Santa Rosa, California, you can

— bonding, loving and

someone’s journey. Now,

become a volunteer breeder caretaker.

growing together — all

the journey will begin

Learn more at cci.org/breeding or call

in hopes that he would

again with the addition

707-577-1700.

go on to serve a bigger purpose. Albie’s

of an 8-week-old puppy named Penelope.

matriculation day was an emotional one for

While this journey will be just as bittersweet,

their family. There were a lot of tears, but

the family has a new outlook.

there was a lot of hope, too.

“Now we realize that you’re not really

“When he was a young puppy, I liked

giving the puppy up,” explains Kelly and

to whisper in his ear that he was born for

Kirk. “You are sharing time with them and

amazing things,” says Kelly. “I’d look in

helping define their future.”

those soulful eyes and tell him that again
and again.”
Turns out, she was right. This May, Albie

If you’re interested in becoming
a volunteer puppy raiser, please visit
cci.org/puppyraiser.

graduated as a service dog. He will greatly
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A Puppy Named Quincy

Get Involved
DogFest Walk ‘n Roll™
cci.org/DogFest

Jane can’t imagine a better place to work

dentally, a fluffy Labrador/Golden Retriever

DogFest Walk ‘n Roll™ teams and

than Intuit in San Diego. That’s because

cross, at just 8 weeks old when he was picked

volunteer committees are forming

the company encourages employees to

up by his puppy raiser, Lisa. A friendship

now for 2018 DogFest events across

give back to their communities, and she’s a

between Jane and Lisa formed, and Jane has

the country. Find an event near you,

passionate Canine Companions supporter

been able to see Quincy grow up.

register for free, or sign up to volun-

in many forms — volunteer, donor and fundraiser — all in addition to her full-time job.
Jane has had golden retrievers of her
own for over 26 years. In 2016, her golden

But Jane didn’t stop there! Last year she
put together a DogFest team with friends
and coworkers at Intuit. Together they raised
over $27,000!

teer at cci.org/dogfest.
Community Supporter
cci.org/community

Consider hosting a party or fundrais-

retriever Quincy passed away from lym-

Jane shared her passion for our mis-

ing event at your workplace, or get

phoma. She decided she needed to get

sion with co-workers, and the San Diego

your favorite business to make Canine

involved with something to keep her mind

Intuit office is looking forward to DogFest

Companions their charity of choice at

off of losing Quincy, so she started raising

San Diego 2018 on September 9. Intuit also

cci.org/community. When a business

money for DogFest San Diego. Jane made a

recently raised funds and awareness for

or organization becomes an official

goal of raising $5,000, but then found out if

Canine Companions during several events,

Community Supporter, they will

she raised $10,000, she could name a puppy.

including volunteering to beautify the South-

receive our Give a Dog a Job Com-

west Region campus.

munity Supporter Toolkit, featuring

Jane was very motivated and raised over
$12,000. She submitted her request to name a

We are so thankful for supporters like

puppy Quincy and it was accepted! Jane was

Jane who help get others involved in a major

tions materials plus a step-by-step

lucky enough to meet puppy Quincy, coinci-

way.

guide for in-store or online fundraising.

THE COMPANION"SUMMER 2018
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Moving Away From Home
Megan often has her nose buried in a book.

hear a smoke detector or doorbell. “After a

Professional trainers at Canine Compan-

When she’s not reading for fun, she is

few failed attempts trying light and vibration

ions matched Megan with her hearing dog,

studying to take the bar exam this summer.

technology, I had almost given up on the idea

Ras. This two-week process, called Team

Megan recently graduated from law school

of moving away from my parents,” Megan

Training, carefully matches individuals with

at Northeastern University in Boston, but she

recalls. “I thought I would have to attend a

disabilities with assistance dogs and helps

didn’t always think that her life could take her

local community college, even though I really

them learn to work effectively as a team.

so far from her home in California.
“I was born deaf in both ears, so I was

wanted the traditional college experience
and longed to be independent.”

“Ras loves to help me and be my partner.
She is so self-assured and gets so excited

always dependent on my parents,” explains

At this point, Megan and her mom

when she gets to alert me to a sound,” says

Megan. “They had to wake me up for school

decided to learn more about getting a

Megan smiling. “One time, Ras alerted me

every day. They had to find me if I was needed,

Canine Companions® hearing dog.

to a noise she heard. When she led me to

as I couldn’t hear anyone call my name. I wor-

It was Megan’s experience at Canine

the source of the sound, I realized it was my

ried if there was an emergency that I wouldn’t

Companions for Independence that moti-

neighbor’s smoke alarm going off. I could see

find out in time. As a result, I was always on

vated her to pursue law school. “Being with

all the smoke coming from their apartment

guard and dependent on others.”

a group of people who all needed hearing

into the hallway and was able to call 911. The

dogs like I did, inspired me to become a

level of confidence and reassurance I feel

she worried about living on her own. She was

lawyer and advocate for people who are deaf

having Ras is so impactful.”

concerned about her safety, since she can’t

or hard of hearing,” she says.

When Megan first considered college,
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Meet Our Dogs
We'd like to introduce you to some of the puppies and dogs featured on Canine Companions’ blog (blog.cci.org)
and Instagram (@ccicaninepuppy).

Where’s Waldo? Puppy Waldo is being raised in Texas. Follow his

WALDO
Birthday: February 5, 2018

adventures on our blog at blog.cci.org. His favorite activities are
climbing into the puppy pool, visiting the duck pond and meeting
new people. Once he’s old enough, Waldo will get to visit all kinds of
new places to work on his socialization and spread the word about
Canine Companions for Independence.

Canine Companions puppy Able is on a mission to raise awareness
for Canine Companions as the spokespuppy for corporate partner,

ABLE
Birthday: April 22, 2017

BraunAbility. Able has been hitting the books with his puppy raiser,
Jane, in the Chicago area.
Lucky for Able, he has a great role model in Jane’s son’s Canine
Companions service dog who is setting a high bar for the cute pup.
Keep up with Able and follow his blog on blog.cci.org.

Spike’s volunteer puppy raiser, Jennifer Williams, is the executive producer of “The Daily Briefing with Dana Perino.” She is raising puppy

SPIKE
Birthday: January 29, 2018

Spike in honor of her brother. “My brother had paralysis and used a
wheelchair for many year,” says Jennifer. “Maybe — just maybe — I
can inspire someone else to raise a puppy, and change a life!”
In addition to Canine Companions’ Instagram (@ccicaninepuppy),
you can follow #TheDailySpike on Twitter or his personal blog, The
Daily Spike.

Chrysler is sponsoring puppy Foley through all of his of puppyhood

FOLEY
Birthday: December 4, 2016

stages with the expectation that one day he will become a Canine
Companions assistance dog for a person with a disability. Foley has
never met a tennis ball he didn’t love, enjoys spending time with his
dogfriends and learning new commands. Subscribe at blog.cci.org to
get all the latest updates!

ALEXIS
Birthday: March 4, 2018

Puppy Alexis is named after actor David Arquette’s sister. David and
his wife, Christina, support Canine Companions’ mission. Alexis is
being raised in Southern California where she and her puppy raiser
are having fun experiencing new things and learning new commands.

THE COMPANION"SUMMER 2018
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A New Leash on Life
Edited from an original story by Todd Schwartz
“What a beautiful seeing-eye dog,” the

balance and movement problems, dizziness

woman in the parking lot says to Nancy. It’s

and eventually, in its progressive forms,

not the first time she’s heard it today, and it

substantial disability.

put an end to it all.
“I told them I’d think about it,” Nancy
remembers. “Which shocked them, because

won’t be the last. Inwardly, she has to laugh.

As time passed, Nancy lost her job, her

these dogs are so in demand. But I had

First of all, she’s not blind, and, secondly, at

home, her husband and her will to go on.

given up hope. I’d confided in my daughter

that very moment, she’s getting out of her

She was 55 years old.

about my plans, and she begged me to go

van, car keys in hand.

“Life as I knew it ceased to exist,” she

to Team Training.”

Yet, as she is each and every time, Nancy

says today. “My mind tried to will my body

What Nancy found in Medford, New

is polite and enthusiastic, explaining that her

to perform the things that I had done for my

York, was community, hope and, ultimately,

85-pound Labrador Retriever, Writer, is an

entire life, but it was futile. I could no longer

life. Who she found was Arkin, a canine part-

expertly-trained service dog and goodwill

work at the job that I loved dearly. I could

ner who could — among some 40 different

ambassador who supports her as she lives

no longer play the piano or bake with my

commands — pick up whatever she dropped,

with multiple sclerosis (MS).

children. My husband left me. I believed my

take off her socks, empty her clothes dryer,

It has been 11 years since the call came
that altered the rapid downward course of

life was over. I had a plan to end my pain.”
Fortunately, two years earlier, Nancy

turn lights on and off and, most importantly
(and without any command needed), accept

her life. Nancy had been a thriving nurse,

had gotten on the wait list for Canine

artist, homemaker, horseback rider and

Companions for Independence, which trains

“When I got to Canine Companions,”

volunteer when she was diagnosed in 2000

and provides assistance dogs free of charge.

Nancy says, “I was amazed. Canine Com-

with MS, a disease in which the body’s

When the call came that Nancy had finally

panions wanted nothing from me — all the

immune system attacks its own nerves.

made it to the top of the list, she was just

training and provision of the dogs is paid

Besides stabbing pain, the disorder causes

three days from the date she’d chosen to

for by donations.”
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her for who she was.
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It was during her stay at Canine Com-

When she returned to her home in Vir-

panions that the Lions Project for Canine

ginia with Service Dog Arkin, you could say

Companions for Independence (LPCCI)

she had a new “leash” on life. Arkin show-

appeared on her radar.

ered her with love and friendship and made

“The two weeks of learning to work with

it possible for her to go just about anywhere

our service dogs on the Canine Companions

and do just about anything. Along with her

campus were intense but rewarding. I was

Canine Companions classmates and fellow

in a class of 12, each with varied disabilities,”

graduates, she felt part of a nationwide community. And she never forgot the generosity
of Lions. By 2008, she was one herself.

Arkin showered her with love
and friendship and made it
possible for her to go just
about anywhere and do just
about anything.

“One of my favorite quotes comes from
Gandhi,” she offers. “He said, ‘The best way
to find yourself is to lose yourself in service
to others.’ Volunteering does as much or
more for me as it does for those we serve.
I’m so proud of being a Lion.”
Nancy gives presentations throughout
the Washington, D.C. area, promoting

says Nancy. “In our downtime we gathered

Canine Companions to Lions clubs and other

in the beautiful bistro and family room,

groups. She tells her story, and how her life

which was made possible by contributions

changed with the help of her furry helper.

from Lions clubs. It was called the Lions Den,

BRATING 35 YEARS
CELE

“There’s something very powerful,”

and it was the place we’d share our stories

Nancy explains, “about standing at the

of what brought us to Canine Companions.

edge of your life. Every single day after is

We’d eat, play games, watch movies and just

a choice. With my service dog’s help, I can

bond, hugging and supporting one another.

do anything anyone else can — I just have to

Everybody likes a good idea, but

These were the most giving people I have

figure out how to do it differently.”

when a good idea becomes an

35 Years: Lions Project for
Canine Companions

ever met. They were loving, supportive and

organized effort, great things begin

positive. I began to realize that life was a gift.

to happen.

That anything was possible.”

The Lions Project for Canine Companions for Independence (LPCCI)
started out that way — a good idea for
lions and lionesses to help a fledgling
organization in its mission to help
people with disabilities.
Since its humble beginnings in
1983, LPCCI has grown in membership
and support from Lions Clubs in only
two states to 35 states and has raised
$3.5 million dollars. It’s only appropriate that the non-profit is celebrating
35 years this year!
Thank you, Lions, for all you do
to educate, raise funds and recruit
volunteer puppy raisers.

THE COMPANION"SUMMER 2018
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Irina Opens Doors
When describing David, his mom Lisa is

his life. When Lisa and David’s father, Chris,

these challenges with extra support. “At one

quick to tell you how funny, creative and

saw the joy on David’s face the first time he

of our first appointments after receiving Irina,

smart he is. “He’s a pretty typical teenager,”

met an assistance dog from Canine Compan-

David was agitated because he was scared

explains Lisa. “He likes swimming, playing

ions for Independence, they knew they had

about the procedure. But Irina came and

video games and reading.” But he also has

to apply.

rested her head on his chest. David let out

mitochondrial disorder and hereditary spas-

After being accepted and attending a

a huge sigh and began to relax,” recalls Lisa.

tic paraplegia, which has made his childhood

two-week Team Training class, David was

“That was over seven years ago. Her presence

anything but typical.

matched with his new assistance dog, Irina.

today still has the same effect.”

These two progressive genetic disorders

“Irina helps pick things up, open and close

Lisa and David can’t say enough good

prevent David from being able to walk, talk or

doors and drawers, and breaks down social

things about Irina and their experience

move on his own. He is able to speak with the

barriers,” says Lisa. “I remember our first

receiving an assistance dog from Canine

use of a communication device, which further

trip to the library after receiving Irina: David

Companions. “Canine Companions is an

enables him to express his charm and wit.

was so excited to have her open the door of

exceptional organization,” says Lisa. “I was

“But David is often isolated and has

the library by pushing the handicap button

so impressed with their ability to match

missed years’ worth of school due to sur-

that we spent 30 minutes outside the library

dogs with their handlers. Irina is definitely

geries, medical complications and illnesses,”

opening the door for each visitor.”

the perfect fit for David.”

says Lisa.
Then a four-legged assistant came into

12

Irina also accompanies David to doctor
appointments. Having Irina helps David face
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Paws and Pickleball
Debra has a passion for pickleball and puppies! She has been a puppy raiser for Canine
Companions for 25 years. Recently the game
of pickleball has been rising in popularity. It
is a combination of tennis, racquetball, table
tennis and badminton, and is considered one
of the fastest growing sports in the United
States. Due to its soaring popularity, Debra
decided to organize the Paws and Senior
Picklers Charity Event, an annual pickleball
fundraising tournament in Florida.
“I know the difference an assistance dog
can make in someone’s life, and I want to
help share that message,” says Debra. “I am

back.” The fourth annual tournament was

fortunate to be a small part of what these

held in May and raised more than $6,000,

amazing dogs can do for people. I can’t think

bringing the total dollars raised to more than

of a better or more rewarding way to give

$20,000!

Participants in the Paws and Senior
Picklers Charity Event pose with Canine
Companions puppies.

Introducing Canine
Companions Puppy Brock
The General Federation of Womens Clubs (GFWC) has
been a long-standing supporter of Canine Companions.
In honor of the new GFWC international president, Mary
Ellen Brock, a puppy was named in her honor.
Learn more about how the GFWC and other service
clubs are helping Give Independence — and Give a Dog
a Job at cci.org/GFWC.

THE COMPANION"SUMMER 2018
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NORTHWEST REGION

Darin and Service Dog Rex Shine
at Sit Stay Sparkle
On June 9, over 430 guests attended the
fourth annual Sit Stay Sparkle gala on the
Jean and Charles Schulz Campus in Santa
Rosa. For the second straight year, the event
sold out. It also set a new record, with over
$270,000 raised! Guests enjoyed food and
drink from Wine Country restaurants, caterers, wineries and breweries; campus tours;
assistance dog demonstrations; exciting live
and silent auctions; adorable puppies and
more! Canine Companions graduate speaker,
Darin topped off the event by sharing his
story with attendees, with Service Dog Rex
faithfully by his side.
When Darin was 17 years old, his life
changed after he broke his neck in a diving
accident. Darin recalls his perspective postinjury: “Life’s not over. You’re still here for a
purpose.” Darin finished college; married the
love of his life, Lorena; and began their family
in Sacramento, California. Darin was matched
with his first Canine Companions service dog,
Robis, in 2007. Robis served as Darin’s loving
service dog for nearly a decade: at home, in
public and at work in Darin’s kindergarten
classroom. After Robis retired, Darin came

A Lesson in Giving
Bill Laraway's love of Canine Companions comes from his love for his twin
sister, Lee Ann, who had three Canine
Companions service dogs throughout
her life. In her memory, Mr. Laraway
teaches each of his fifth grade classes
at Silver Oak Elementary School in
California about people with disabilities and assistance dogs. In doing so,
he also teaches his students about
acceptance, inclusion and philanthropy. Then Bill’s class teaches the
rest of their school everything they’ve
learned, to organize and motivate
the entire student body to help raise
funds for Canine Companions. Over
the last five years, the amazing students of Silver Oak Elementary have
raised over $35,000!
Last year, they raised over
$10,000 for DogFest Walk 'n Roll and
were given the opportunity to name
a puppy. They chose the name Sol,
which stands for Silver Oak Laraway.
We sincerely thank Bill and his wonderful students for their efforts!

back to Canine Companions to be matched
with his new service dog, Rex.
Rex picked up right where Robis left
off — opening and closing doors, picking
up dropped items and pulling Darin in his
manual wheelchair. Rex is also a big hit
with Darin’s students, who enjoy reading
to him and interacting with him when he’s
not assisting Darin. At home, Rex provides
comfort and companionship to Darin’s son,
who has special needs. “Now that I see all
the things that a dog can do for you, not only
physically but also emotionally, I can’t see my
life without a dog,” says Darin.

Bill with Canine Companions puppy Sol.
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SOUTHWEST REGION

Southwest Region Events
Visit cci.org/swrevents for more
details and updates.
Yappy Hour
August 9, 5 – 8 pm
The Ritz-Carlton,
Laguna Niguel, CA

Canine Companions Graduation
August 10, noon
QLN Conference Center,
Oceanside, CA

The Southwest Region Campus Expansion
Thank You to Our Donors Who Made it Possible!

Puttin’ on the Ritz
August 12
The Ritz-Carlton,
Bachelor Gulch, Vail, CO

DogFest Walk 'n Roll San Diego

Canine Companions’ Southwest Region

for dogs in professional training who might

kicked off our May National Graduation Day

be recovering from a medical procedure or

by celebrating the generous donors who

need extra supervision.

made our recent campus

We also unveiled the

expansion possible. On

beautiful Trixie, Anna and

May 11, we hosted a small

Elsa Koontz Tribute Garden

September 9, 8 am
NTC Park at Liberty Station,
San Diego, CA

Yappy Hour
September 13, 5 - 8 pm
The Ritz-Carlton,
Laguna Niguel, CA

group of donors and sup-

in front of the new campus

Time to Paws

porters for a champagne

expansion. The garden

September 15, 4 - 7 pm

toast, followed by a tour of

honors the beloved Canine

the recent changes.

Companions dogs in Dean

Piper-Lanphere Barn,
Lakewood, CO

Thanks to the gener-

and Gerda Koontz’s family

osity of Dreux and Lynn

and the unconditional love

McNairy and the Sharon

that comes from a dog. We

D. Lund Foundation, the

are grateful for the ongo-

21st Annual Colorado Golf
Tournament
September 17, 1 pm
Meridian Golf Club,
Englewood, CO

campus added eight

ing support from Dean and

Dog Days of Summer Golf Classic

kennels to accommodate

Gerda Koontz.

September 21, 8 am

more dogs in professional
training and expanded
administrative space for 10 trainers. The

On May 12, we opened
our doors to the public for
a campus grand reopening. The fun-filled day

project took several months and has made

was complete with food, games, graduate

a wonderful impact on our ability to train and

speakers and tours with training demonstra-

place more assistance dogs.

tions. The Mayor of Oceanside, Peter Weiss,

Our new Ranger Petrie Canine Care Unit

was in attendance to cut the ribbon and offi-

and kennel technician office were made pos-

cially announce the reopening of the Canine

sible by a gift from Jane and Tom Petrie, who

Companions for Independence Dean, Gerda

made the gift in honor of their dog, Ranger.

and Trixie Koontz Campus!

Gainey Ranch Golf Club,
Scottsdale AZ

DogFest Walk 'n Roll OKC
October 13, 8 am
Earlywine Park,
Oklahoma City, OK

HAUTE DOG | LA
October 14, 3 - 7 pm
Skirball Cultural Center,
Los Angeles, CA

The canine care unit is a quiet and calm area
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SOUTHEAST REGION

You are invited to be a part of something special.

It’s the Great Gala Charlie Brown!
cci.org/galacelebration
Autumn will soon be here and so will the
entire Peanuts gang! They will be here to
celebrate the 22nd annual Tales & Tails Gala
in Orlando, Florida on Saturday, October 6.
Enjoy a night of happy dancing and inspiring stories, and explore the pumpkin patch
on your search for unique and memorable
auction items. Join the gang at the Rosen
Shingle Creek for dinner and entertainment,
while helping us make a difference in the lives
of individuals with disabilities.
Get your tickets or become a sponsor,
knowing that your support will have a lifetransforming impact.
Major event sponsors include: Rosen
Shingle Creek, ABC Fine Wine & Spirits,
SunDance Marketing Solutions, MLB Creative,
World of Beer, SeaWorld Parks & Resorts,
Fonda and Don Cerenzio, Wayne Densch
Charities and the Harris Rosen Foundation.

Grant to Create Sensory Room
Receiving an assistance dog is a joyful and
exciting time, but Team Training can
also be a lot of hard work. For
some of the children with

specially-designed room would be a quiet
space dedicated to developing and
relaxing their senses.
We are extremely grate-

disabilities that we serve,

ful to the Central Florida

being in a new, unfamiliar

Women’s League who

environment can make the

approved our grant to fund

experience overwhelming

the creation of this room,

at times. We knew that

including the décor, special

the creation of a sensory

lighting, comfortable places

room on the campus of the

to sit, and soft play objects.

Southeast Region would be a

The room is expected to be

practical and effective way to provide a
calm and safe place for those children. This

completed for use by recipients in our
August 2018 Team Training class.

Thank You,
SeaWorld Orlando
SeaWorld Orlando has hosted the
Southeast Region’s May graduation
and puppy matriculation ceremony
for many years, generously contributing thousands of park admission
tickets that allow guests to attend
the ceremony and stay to enjoy the
theme park for the rest of the day.
This wonderful partnership gives us
the opportunity to share our mission
with more people, allowing them to
witness our transformative work.
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In Memory of Hamlet
By Nikki, volunteer puppy raiser
I was 8 years old when I realized I wanted to raise a puppy to become
an assistance dog. That dream became a reality when I reached high
school and decided to raise a puppy for my Girl Scout Gold Award
project. When I met my first puppy, Hamlet, I was ecstatic. I kept a
diary of his daily progress and antics with the hope of not only raising
a service dog, but also raising awareness about the invaluable role
they play.
In 2010, I published a short novel, “Hamlet’s Journey,” about my
experience. Hamlet has since passed away, but his memory and legacy
lives on in every puppy we raise. My family is currently raising our
ninth puppy, and last year I’m proud to have donated $1,200 from
the book’s proceeds in Hamlet’s memory.

11:30 am – 3:00 pm
cci.org/miller10year

Nikki presents a check to national board chair, John Miller, at the
Northeast Region’s Volunteer Appreciation Day event.

THE COMPANION"SUMMER 2018
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HAUTE DOG I COLUMBUS: A Night to Remember
“An amazing evening with friends new and old,” shared North Central Executive Director Megan Koester.
The second annual HAUTE DOG I COLUMBUS was a night full of independence. Three Ohio teams shared
their stories of how Canine Companions has impacted their lives with a room full of Columbus community
leaders and influencers. This year’s fashion show featured local media personalities and Columbus doers
alongside Canine Companions puppies and a few pet dogs. Each person who took to the runway shared an
excitement for Canine Companions’ mission and furthering its reach in Central Ohio. If you missed out on
the fun this year, be sure to join us in 2019. Visit cci.org/ncrevents to keep up to date on next year’s event.
Thank you to HAUTE DOG I COLUMBUS’ 2018 host committee: Shannon Ryan (chair), Natalie Atkinson,
Jim Coleman, Beth Hawkins, Erin Maloney, Jen Peterson, Dawn Robinson and Karen Roch.

Left to right: ABC6/FOX28’s
Cameron Fontana with
Channel and Rolf; Canine
Companions team Mike and
Naomi celebrating the evening
with family; Fashion Week
Columbus’ Tommy McClure
and 10TV’s Karina Nova strike
a pose with Pita; Brian and
Fido share their story with all
in attendance at HAUTE DOG I
COLUMBUS.

CARS AND CANINES:

Sharing Our Mission One Car at a Time
Canine Companions thanks all of our

has partnered with Canine Companions

community partners across the country.

Greater Chicagoland Volunteer Chapter

The North Central Region would like to

for multiple dealership days where

highlight one of those community partners

graduate teams and volunteer puppy

in the Chicago area, Rosen Hyundai

raisers visit with customers and share

of Algonquin. Rosen Hyundai entered

Canine Companions’ mission firsthand.

a $25,000, one-year cause marketing

Rosen Hyundai will celebrate this great

partnership with Canine Companions

partnership with a community party

in August 2017. The dealership donates

at their dealership in Algonquin. Visit

$10 from every car sold to Canine

cci.org/rosen to learn more.

Companions. Additionally, Rosen Hyundai
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Children's Medical Center Welcomes Facility Dog
Employees at Baylor Scott & White McLane

trained dog and individual can be beneficial

Children’s Medical Center in Temple, Texas

in that process. Lorenzo can pull toy wagons,

care for children and their families with

push drawers closed, and retrieve all kinds

compassion and quality care, and the newest

of items, ranging from a toy to a letter from

four-legged staff member is doing the same

a loved one. He has specific commands that

by motivating and supporting patients with

allow him to interact with patients in a calm

gentle snuggles and a warm heart.

and appropriate way.

Canine Companions Facility Dog Lorenzo

“There was a patient in need of an IV

is the second dog to be placed at a Baylor

who was very anxious,” said Ashley. “Staff

Scott & White Health facility and the first to

was concerned that the patient would not

be placed at a Texas children’s hospital. Child

be able to hold still and may need to be

life specialists and handlers, Leah and Ashley,

wrapped up or held down. Lorenzo jumped

work with Lorenzo during their visits with

on the bed and lay down across the patient’s

pediatric patients in the hospital or clinics.

lap, allowing the patient to focus on Lorenzo,

“Ashley and I feel privileged to be Lorenzo’s handlers and to have the opportunity
to use Lorenzo in a supportive manner to

hold still and have the IV started without any
added stress.”
Facility Dog Lorenzo’s presence also

help meet specific patient needs,” said Leah.

helps in physical and occupational therapy

“Lorenzo helps facilitate coping during diffi-

sessions. “With Lorenzo’s support, patients

cult experiences (IV starts, stitches, physical

are more willing to cooperate and are able

therapy, traumas) and provides support to

to tolerate longer sessions,” says Leah. The

our chronic and long-term population.”

collaboration between Canine Companions

A positive environment can have an

and Baylor Scott & White Health has created

impact on a hospitalized child’s recovery, and

a unique opportunity to serve patients and

a meaningful relationship between a highly-

facilities in a new way.
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New Prison Puppy Raising Program
Arkansas welcomed a new, innovative program to their Forrest City
Correctional Center — puppies!
This new Canine Companions prison puppy raising program is
currently raising four puppies to prepare them to be assistance dogs.
“The prison puppy raising program is not only a wonderful way for
the inmates to give back to society but is a great morale booster and
stress reliever for staff and inmates alike,” explains Becky Hein, Southwest Region puppy program manager. “Several staff have volunteered
to take the puppies home with them on weekends to socialize the
puppies outside of the prison environment. Often the puppies raised
in this type of prison program have the highest graduation success
rate. It’s a win-win for everyone involved.”
This program was made possible thanks to a longtime supporter,
the Sulentic Family Foundation. Previously, the foundation generously
sponsored veterans to receive Canine Companions assistance dogs
as well as sponsoring other prison puppy raising programs.

Canine Companions volunteers, who assist inmates with training
and socialization opportunities outside of the prison, are pictured
with some of the first puppies to join the new puppy raising
program at Forrest City Correctional Center.

Successful placements

97.5%

Annual
Report

2017
Highlights
Full report available at
cci.org/2017report
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We’re proud to have increased placements
by 58% over five years, while maintaining
the quality of our placements.

Record-breaking

403

More expertly-trained assistance
dogs were placed with people
with disabilities than ever before.

“Since receiving assistance dog
Drake, Jack has become more
self-confident, shown more
responsibility and connected
with his peers more than ever
before.”

CANINE COMPANIONS FOR INDEPENDENCE®

Build-A-Bear Helps Build Teams
Building on an initial $300,000 donation late last year to Canine

professional training program.

Companions in honor of the retailer’s 20th birthday, Build-A-Bear®

“The mission of Canine Companions aligns perfectly with the

kicked off a fundraising campaign to help provide even more Canine

Build-A-Bear Foundation,” says Emily Fuhrman, manager of Bear

Companions assistance dogs to children with disabilities. For every

Foundations & Giving. “We believe in the power of having a furry

Promise Pets™ furry friend made in U.S. Build-A-Bear Workshop®

friend by your side, and couldn’t be happier to support Canine

stores or at buildabear.com through August 8, Build-A-Bear will

Companions in making the lives of children with disabilities brighter

donate $1 (up to $50,000) to Canine Companions to provide

by partnering with an assistance dog.”

assistance dogs to kids as they graduate from the organization’s

TEAM 2018
The seventh annual TEAM Volunteer Leadership Conference took place
in Sonoma County, California this summer. Over 140 volunteer leaders
from across the country joined staff for two days of education,
collaboration and inspiration. This conference brings together
national and regional board members, chapter presidents and
other chapter leaders, DogFest chairs, gala chairs and other
volunteers who are taking a lead on outreach and fundraising
activities.
Highlights included a state of the organization presented
by Interim CEO Kay Marquet and National Board Secretary
Dr. Pauline Parry, along with National Training Manager Flora
Baird’s update on the two new pilot programs — Separate
Tracks and PTSD programs; inspiring stories from graduate
speakers; updates on puppy naming and the college puppy raising
program; leadership and advocacy training; breakout sessions with
leadership peers; and much more. Thank you to all of our volunteer
leaders, and to all of our dedicated volunteers, for advancing our mission.
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2018 Team Training Yearbook
Northwest Region
❶ March: Barbara with Jess V; Shira
with Sparkle II; Lucille with Pismo IV;
Natasha with Kellogg III
❷ April: Michelle, Rhys & Richard
with Jyla

❸ May: Steven with Norm IV;

Josiah with Dwight II; JoAnna with
Yala; Debbie with Betty VII; Barbarita
with Regina VI; Sierra with Jagger IV;
Brittney with Raley II; Elyse with Voggie

❶

❷

❹ May: Molly with Donatella; Jenessa
with Burchell; Samuel & Heather with
Calibari; Airiyahna with Wednesday
II; Shelly with Sergio III; Jennifer with
Huggie; Laura with Vente II; Scott with
Minette; Darby with Dede II; Julia, David
& Forrest with Yonkers IV
❺ May: Andrew with Tetris II; Paula

with Nebula III; Nancy with Nicolette IV;
Marcella with Vespa; Devamarga with
Pazz; Phyllis with Crush.

❸

❻ June: Ruth with JT II
❼ June: Janice with Tilda III; Janet,

Elizabeth and Bella with Leia II;
Adrienne with Twiggy; Elliot, Erin and
Miles with Gara IV; Alyssa with Ceely;
Melissa with Oria II; Scott and Bryan
with Francesca V; David and Siena
with Lustra.

North Central Region
❽ May: Cam & Stephanie with

❹

❺

Wisteria II; Katie with Rhianna III: Anna
& Jo with Curry III; Amanda with Wren
III; Faye & Jenny with Yonana; Andrew
with Tommy IV; Tim with Nakai; Allison
with Schein; Shawnna with Jarrod; Eric
with Lima III; Laura with Adler; Alannis
with Harriet IV

❻

Each team is matched
free of charge, thanks
to your donations.
Visit cci.org/donate
or return the enclosed
envelope to Give
Independence — and
Give a Dog a Job.
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Northeast Region
❶ March: Chris with Nikko II; Elyse
with Loomis IV; Elizabeth with Lani II;
Justin with Tildy III; Anthony & Dorothy
with Joaquin II; Amanda with Newark II
❷ May: Wendy with Josiah IV;
Shannon with Banjo IV; Thomas &
Brad with Naish; Kathryn with Pedro
II; Nicole, Diane & Scott with Hera II;
Victor & Christina with Jitter; Molly &
Suzie with Leigh; Emma with Angelo
II; Bryan, Tony & Marissa with Artemis
II; Monica with Pandy II; Donna with
Cecile; Bob with Kerouac; David & Lisa
with Bandit IV; Cat with Ekina; Alice
Marie with Lucky VII

❶

Southeast Region
❸ March: Eileen with Barron III;

Jeanette with Fuji IV; Stan with Kurt III;
Janie with Keane II

❷

❹ May: Ellen with Andrew V; Angela

with Adobe V; Crystal with Allin; Tim
with Picabo II; Kelsey & Jackie with
Parlay; Andrew & Amy with Dashwood;
Cheryl with Mucha III; Vanessa with
Merlin V; Tom with Capone II; Becky
with Truman IV

❺ May: Kaitlynn with Renley; Ritchie
with Tulip IV; Judee with Renzie II; Al
with Velamina

South Central Region
❻ May: Paula, Tammy & Blake with
Keats; Bart with Treasure IV; Jamie &
Landon with Seth IV; Suzanne & Emily
with Hannah V; Chris with Powers III;
Bradley with Rowan III; Chantel with
Westlin; Maryellen with Brahms; Kate,
Mary, Ram (not pictured) & Jai with
Banks II; Linda with Albie; Macy with
Kasha IV; Gloria with Alder; Kimberly &
Hayden with Zippy; Lauri & Samantha
with Sabrina III

❸

❹

❺

Southwest Region
❼ May: Kristine & Autumn with
Target III; Christina with Caffrey;
Shelby with Picasso II; Rashell & Rhen
with Ena II; Annelise with Helena VI;
Pete with Neven; Jaque with Saturn
II; Elizabeth with Tootsie II; Diane with
Laurel VI; Martha & Janine with Fievel;
Israel, Monika & Mateo with Roscoe VI
❽ Side placements: Kristen with
Alba III; Mary with Glenda VII

❻

❼
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wanted their girls to experience giving back
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to the community in a way that would be
tangible. They wanted Katherine and Killian
to see, feel, experience and teach. Volunteer
puppy raising has given them just that.
Read more on page six about this
family's adventure in puppy raising.
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